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In fearless voice may
we proclaim

The Rishi's message
 from all house-tops

And bring the men
of different claim

To a fold of Love
where oneness lasts!
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Second Muëòaka
Section 1

Mantra 7

      We have more details of creation here, in terms of the Veda, Vedic rituals
etc., to dwell upon this fact that everything came from Brahman.

tSma½ deva b÷xa sMàsUta>
saXya mnu:ya> pzvae vya‡is,
àa[apanaE ìIihyvaE tpí
ïÏa sTy< äücy¡ ivixí. 2 .1 .7.
tasmäcca devä bahudhä samprasütäù
sädhyä manuñyäù paçavo vayämsi.
präëäpänau vréhiyavau tapaçca
çraddhä satyaà brahmacaryaà vidhiçca.  (2.1.7)

tasmät - from that (Brahman);  ca - and;
samprasütäù - are born;  bahudhä - in many forms;
deväù - devas;   sädhyäù - a class of celestials;
manuñyäù - human beings;  paçavaù - wild and domestic animals;
vayäàsi - birds;   präëäpänau - the life-breath;
vréhiyavau - paddy and barley;  tapaù - religious discipline;
ca - and; çraddhä - faith;  satyam - the order of dharma;
brahmacaryam - discipline; vidhiù - know-how of rituals; ca - and

And from that Brahman alone are born varieties of devas,
celestials, human beings, animals, birds, the life-breath,
all forms of food, religious discipline, faith, the order of
dharma, discipline in sense pursuits and know-how of action.

      Tasmät ca devä bahudhä samprasütäù : from that Brahman alone the devatäs
came in many forms. Every rituals is meant to please the various devatä s like
Indra, Agni, and Varuëa so that one gets the karma-phala. So, the rituals involve
offering oblations to the devatäs. These devatäs, who are an important limb of
rituals, came from Éçvara alone, in keeping with their karma. They are only the
tip of the iceberg floating in the ocean. Éçvara is the ocean including the iceberg.
A jéva is born as a devatä due to exalted puëya. Pure päpa-karmas in various
combinations cause birth in various lower bodies, like those of animals and
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birds. A combination of puëya and päpa gives one the human body, and so
every human being is a miçra, a mixture of both types of karmas. Pure puëya
will result in taking birth in higher lokas where one becomes a deva, celestial.
Sädhyas are a class of celestials mentioned by the çruti. The whole set-up here
is not really to reveal the source of all of them, but to point out that nothing
is separate from Brahman.

      Manuñyas are human beings who are qualified to perform rituals and so
on. Paçavaù refers to all the animals, domestic as well as wild. Animals such
as cows are necessary, as they are given as dakñiëä in the rituals. Vayäàsi means
the crows, who stand for all the reptiles and birds. Crows are necessary for
offering bali, oblation, as a part of one’s daily like of worship.

      Präëäpänau : the präëa and apäna. They are the breaths that go in and out,
the respiration system. Präëäpänau includes the five präëas, the senses and the
organs of action. Präëa and apäna mean the very life, which is an important
aspect in the creation. When the präëa goes away, the body is dead. Endless
research is going on to discover how and when life started on this planet. The
Lord says, “It is all me.” To keep this präëa going, one requires food. So vréhi-
yavau, rive and barley, came form Parameçvara. Çaìkara says they are meant
for preparing the havis, offerings, in the rituals.38 Rice and barley represent all
forms of food.

      Connected to rituals there are certain other things. For performing the
rituals, one requires çraddhä. Çaìkara defines çraddhä39 as that endowed with
which alone one can pursue the various sädhanas mentioned in the Veda. The
subject matter of the Vedas is beyond one’s perception and inference. One does
not know how these rituals are connected to the result. It is revealed in the
Veda that if one does the putra-kämeñmi ritual one will get a son. If one is
desirous of begetting a son, this ritual becomes a sädhana. One has no clue at
all about the connection between the son and the ritual, wherein one pours
ghee in the fire which turns into ashes. There are a number of such rituals
revealed in the Vedas as sädhanas. The connection between the action and the
results is not conceivable at all by any stretch of one’s imagination. Ritual is a
prayer, an action for which there is a result promised by the çästra. Except for
that promise, one does not have anything else to go by. Therefore, one has to
have çraddhä in the çästra before one can think of performing a ritual. Çraddhä
is citta-prasäda, cheerful, trusting disposition of the mind towards the çästra,
accepting that the çästra is a valid means of knowledge and that what it says
is true and should work. Çraddhä also is born of Éçvara.

38   ìIih-yvaE hivrwER, ( mu{fk Éa:ym! )
39   ïÏa yTpUvRk> svRpué;awR-saxn-àyaeg> icÄàsad AaiStKybuiÏ>,( mu{fk Éa:ym! )
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People give their life for this çraddhä. All religious people are believers;
they have çraddhä. Some of them become fanatics because what they believe is
not verifiable. Yet, they think that what they believe alone is right. It is a kind
of blind çraddhä. Çraddhä is a possibility only for a human being. The cows do
not perform rituals for the departed souls.

      Tapaù : a religious discipline also connected to rituals. Tapas is of two kinds.
One kind of tapas qualifies or purifies a person for performing a ritual.40 A simple
fast on the day previous to the ritual may be prescribed for purifying the person.
The other kind of tapas, such as upäsanä, produces a particular result 41 that
takes one to lokas. Both of them are born of Éçvara alone.

       Satyam : speaking truth. It is a universal value which a human being
commonly senses. It is already there, and hence one is able to sense something
as truth, something as a lie. All values are from Éçvara, they do not belong to
a human mind. If they are born of a human mind, then one has to be educated
about those values. Only then will one come to know of them. If they are values
acquired by education, they are not universal. Values are not like eating
etiquette, for instance, which is different in each culture. One has to learn about
etiquette before interacting with the people belonging to a particular culture.
But one does not require being educated about the fact that one should speak
the truth. Since these values are not created by human beings, they have come
directly from Éçvara. If something is created by a human being, it comes
indirectly from Éçvara because the capacity to create is from Éçvara.

Brahmacaryam: discipline in everything. Here, brahma is the Veda, The
study of the Veda is brahmacarya, and all the disciplines that go along with
this study are included in it. Brahmacarya is the capacity to withdraw from all
other pursuits for which one has natural tendency in order to pursue Vedic
study. The value for and capacity to live a happy, healthy, disciplined life
accompanied with study of the çästra is also from Éçvara.

      Vidhiçca: the knowledge of ‘this is how it has to be done’ with reference
to a Vedic ritual. How does one come to know how to do a ritual? The Veda
itself has to reveal that knowledge. Like one has to know what is soma yäga,
what are its various limbs, what is the sequence in which the various steps
have to be done, who are the devatäs, how many priests are necessary, how
much dakñiëä is to be given to each one of them, etc. This is called iti-kartavyatä.
If one watches a priest performing a yajïa, one can note that the priest utters
some sentences along with the mantras of the ritual like ‘äcamya,’ having done

40  tpí kmaR¼ pué;-s<Skar-l][m!,, ( mu{fk Éa:ym! )
41  SvtÙ< c )l-saxnm!, ( mu{fk Éa:ym! )
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ceremonial sipping of water. These sentences are part of the know-how. The
priests keep these sentences in the mind so that they are sure about what they
have to do at a given stage of the ritual.

      The know-how of a ritual, iti-kartavyatä, is analysed in the pürva-mémäàsä
çästra. The most difficult part of Vedic study is pürva-mémäàsä, not Vedanta.
In pürva-mémäàsä çästra one learns how to analyse and arrive at the intended
meaning of the words as they are. Being a çästra, the Veda is to be understood
as it is. One has to analyse what is said before, what is said later, what is the
context and so on, and understand properly. With reference to every ritual,
and the various limbs of each ritual, there must be eka-väkyatä, concordance.
All seeming contradictions must be reconciled after proper analysis. Therefore,
mémäàsä is required. There is the word ‘ca, and ‘ along with the word ‘vidhi’.
It covers all the things that are not said in the previous mantras. All of them
also are from Éçvara alone.

      Vidhi can also be taken in a general sense, as do-s and dont-s. Near the
high powered transformer boxes one can see a universal sign for danger
consisting of a skull and crossed bones in red. It is an excellently conceived
sign. The cross, which is a symbol for ‘don’t do,’ is made of two bones. If one
grounds the electricity, one goes to the earth. It is Éçvara ‘s vidhi. One should
not put one’s finger in boiling water. How can one know whether a given vessel
of water is boiling water or not? When it is boiling, there are bubbling activities
making noise, and  sending the message that it is boiling. Éçvara created the
bubbles for this purpose. All the natural laws, the do-s and dont-s are Éçvara‘s
vidhi.

      One must note here that jévas are not born of Éçvara; the jéva-upädhi alone
is born. The jéva-upädhi consists of a physical body and a subtle body. Of these,
only the physical body is born. The subtle body is not born independently,
but is always in keeping with the physical body. To identify a person as a
celestial or a human being or an animal, there must be a physical body. In
keeping with that body, there must be a subtle body. If the physical body is a
human body and the subtle body is that of a frog, it will not work because
that jéva will be leaping around! The theologians think that the jévas also are
born when the physical body is born. To account for consciousness they have
to say that jévas are ‘sparks’ and so on. It is similar to a person covering up
one mistake by another. Whenever the çastra says, from Éçvara is born the jéva,
one must note that except the jévas everything else is born.
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ïI éÔm!
Çré Rudram

yae é/Ôae A/¶aE yae A/Psu y Aae;?xI;u/ yae éÔae ivña/
Éuv?na iv/vez/ tSmE? é/Ôay/ nmae? AStu,
yo ruÞdro aÞgnau yo aÞpsu ya oña×dhéñuÞ yo ruÞdro viçväÞ
bhuva×nä viÞveçaÞ tasmai× ruÞdräyaÞ namo× astu.

yaù rudraù agnau  Lord Rudra who is in the fire;
yaù   the one who;  apsu  in waters;
yaù   the one who;  oñadhéñu   in the plants and trees;
yaù   the one;  rudraù  Lord Rudra;
viçvä bhuvanäù (bhuvanäni) all the worlds;
viveça entered; tasmai rudräya unto that Lord Rudra;
namaù astu   salutation be

(Our) salutation be to that Lord Rudra who is in the fire, in waters and in the
plants and trees and who has entered all the worlds.

In this mantra Lord Rudra is presented as one who obtains in fire, water and all
the worlds, having entered into them as their cause and sustaining force.

tmu?òuih/ y> iSv/;uSsu/xNva/ yae ivñ?Sy/ ]y?it Ée;/ jSy?,
tamu×ñöuhiÞ yaù sviÞñussuÞdhanväÞ yo viçva×syaÞ kñay×ati bheñaÞjasya×.

tam  That (Rudra);  u  indeed;  stuhi  pray in praise;
yaù  the one;  sviñuù  who has heavenly arrows;
sudhanvä  who has celestial bow;  yaù  the one who is;
viçvasya bheñajasya of the entire line of cures and medicines;
kñayati the abode

Let us pray in praise of that Rudra who has heavenly arrows and celestial bow
and who is the abode of the entire line of cures and medicines.

We praise the Lord who is the source of all medicines and cures, who is there to
protect us with his heavenly bows and arrows and win his grace.

yúvašm/he saEšmn/say? é/Ô< nmaešeiÉdeR/vmsu?r< ÊvSy,
yakñvä÷maÞhe sau÷manaÞsäya× ruÞdraà
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namo÷hirdeÞvamasu×raà duvasya.
rudram   Lord Rudra;  yakñvämahe we pray;
namobhiù   with our salutations;
devam asuram  the effulgent all-knowledge who is in the form of präëa (sustaining
every one) ;  duvasya the one who is adorable;
saumanasäya for a clear and cheerful mind

To that Lord, who is effulgent, all-knowledge, in the form of präëa (sustaining
every one), who is adorable, we pray with our salutations for a clear and cheerful
mind.

A/y< me/ hStae/ Ég?van/y< me/ Ég?vÄr>, A/y< meš
iv/ñÉeš;jae/=y‡iz/vaiÉ?mzRn>,
aÞyaà meÞ hastoÞ bhaga×vänaÞyaà meÞ bhaga×vattaraù | aÞyaà me÷
viÞçvabhe÷ñajoÞ’yað çiÞväbhi×marçanaù |

ayam  this;  me my;  hastaù  hand;
bhagavän is (as good as) bhagavän (blessed);
ayam  this;  me my (hand);
bhagavattaraù  highly blessed;
ayam this;  me my;  viçvabheñajaù is blessed with all medicines and cures, for (this
hand);
çiväbhimarçanaù   has come into contact with Lord Çiva (through püjä)

This hand of mine is (as good as) Bhagavän (blessed). This (hand of) mine is highly
blessed. This (hand of) mine is blessed with all medicines and cures, for this (hand)
has come into contact with Lord Çiva (through püjä).

This is the understanding of a devotee who performs püjä to Lord Çiva every day
following all the steps while chanting the Rudra Praçna. By this act the devotee is in touch
with the Lord whom he invokes in the liìga. He no more thinks the hand is his. It is the
blessing of Lord Çiva. It is a blessing of cure to all forms of illness because for this devotee,
this devotee, there is only Lord Çiva.

ye te? s/hö?m/yut</ paza/ m&Tyae/ mTyaR?y/ hNt?ve,
tan! y/}Sy? ma/yya/ svaR/nv?yjamhe,
ye te× saÞhasra×maÞyutaàÞ päçäÞ måtyoÞ martyä×yaÞ hanta×ve.
tän yaÞjïasya× mäÞyayäÞ sarväÞn ava×yajämahe.

måtyo  O Lord in the form of death/time!;
martyäya   for all the life forms subject to death;
hantave   for causing affliction and death;
ye päçäù   those weapons such as noose and so on;
sahasram  in thousands;  ayutam   in tens of thousands;
te   of yours;  tän sarvän all of them;
yajïasya mäyayä  by the strength of (our) prayers;
avayajämahe  we get them removed
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O Lord in the form of death / time! May we get all those thousands and tens of
thousands of weapons of yours such as noose and so on (that are there) causing
afflictions and death for all life-forms subject to death, removed by the strength
of (our) prayers and good deeds.

m&/Tyve/ Svaha? m&/Tyve/ Svahaš,
Aae< nmae Égvte éÔay iv:[ve m&Tyu?meR pa/ih.
måÞtyaveÞ svähä× måÞtyaveÞ svähä÷.
oà namo bhagavate rudräya viñëave måtyu×rme päÞhi.

måtyave unto the Lord in the form of måtyu;
svähä  this is (my) offering;
måtyave  unto the Lord in the form of måtyu;
svähä  this is (my) offering;
oà bhagavate rudräya  unto the Lord Rudra;
viñëave  who is all pervasive; namaù  (my) salutation;
pähi  please protect;  me me;
måtyuù (måtyoù) from the jaws of death

Unto the Lord in the form of death, this is (my) offering. Unto the Lord in the
form of death, this is (my) offering. Salutation to Lord Rudra of limitless virtues
like overlordship, knowledge and so on, who is all and all pervasive, the remover
of saàsära-duùkha. Please protect me from the jaws of death.

This is the final prayer for mokña. The word ‘viñëu‘ means the one who is all
pervasive. The mantra pleads for knowledge of the Lord as Viñëu, not separate from oneself,
so that one can be free from måtyu, from the hold of time. O Lord! Reveal yourself as the
self. The word måtyuù should be taken as måtyoù.

àa[ana< ¢iNwris éÔae ma? ivza/Ntk>, tenaÚenašPyay/Sv.
präëänäà granthirasi rudro mä× viçäÞntakaù, tenännenä÷pyäyaÞsva.

rudraù (rudra) O Lord Rudra!;  präëänäm of the präëas and all other organs;  granthiù
knot, the uniting force; asi you are;
mä me;  äviça enter (abide in my heart);
antakaù (antaka) O the one who resolves (everything)!;
tena   with that;  annena   food (I eat);  äpyäyasva   may you be pleased, worshipped,
to bless me

Rudra is the one who is the uniting and sustaining force of all the präëas and
organs (of perception and action). You are the one who resolves all of them. May
you enter (abide in my heart) with the food I eat, may you be propitiated to bless
me.

Om çäntiÞù çäntiÞù çänti×ù
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Satsang with Sri Swami Viditatmananda Saraswati
Arsha Vidya Gurukulam

More on Happiness and Liberation

Question: What is the nature of happiness? How
do I know that I am happy?

Answer : Happiness is a state of mind. When
our mind is happy, we experience it
immediately; it is something evident to us. We
need no veri fication of this state from anybody
else. How do we know whether we are happy
or not? That we are happy or unhappy is known
to us by our own experience. We are always
chasing happiness. We want more and more of
it because it seems to come and go. The
happiness that we normally experience is
limited. This happiness never satisfies us and so
we are constantly in search of the elusive
limitless happiness. Limitless happiness is our
own nature, but we look for it in all places other
than within our own selves. It is because of this
that our chase for happiness never ends. An apt
example would be that of the musk deer, which
searches for musk everywhere, not knowing that
the musk it seeks is right within itself. Therefore,
we should own up to our true nature and live
a life in which this happiness becomes
progressively manifest.

Question : What happens when I discover that
I am Brahman?

Answer : When I discover that I am Brahman,
the notion that I am the doer of an action goes
away. The one who performs all the karma is no
more there. I discover that I am an action-less
Self, that I am no longer an agent of the action,
and that I am not accountable for the actions.
A common example given to illustrate this is
that of a dream. In the dream, I may have
performed a variety of actions, but when I wake
up the dreamer is gone, and the actions
performed by him are also gone. When I am
awake, I am not responsible for the actions
performed by me in my dream. Similarly, when
I wake up to my true nature, I am not
accountable for my previous actions that were
performed out of ignorance.

Question : What is mokña?

Answer : Mokña is the experience of total
freedom, even as we are alive. What is bondage
after all? What we call bondage is but a notion;
it is a delusion. In fact, the ätmä or the Self is
never bound; it is ever free. It is on account of
our identification with our body or personality
that we take all the limitations of the body upon
ourselves and entertain this notion of a sense of
smallness. I become liberated by the knowledge
that my true nature is freedom. Thus, the one
who is already liberated ‘becomes’ liberated. It
is like the tenth man who has the notion that
the tenth man is lost and, therefore, searches for
him. His search for the tenth man is saàsära
because it is an unending search; it will never
conclude until he comes to know that he is the
tenth man. It is not as though the tenth man is
‘produced’; it is merely his notion of not being
the tenth man, which is corrected. Similarly,
when all the notions that produce ignorance are
dropped by the mind, there is nothing to bind
us to that notion. Then, we discover that we are
free. This is mokña.

Question : What happens to a wise person, who
is liberated even while living, at the time of his
death?

Answer : His subtle body will not enter another
embodiment because he has no agenda; there is
nothing to be accomplished. We take birth
because we have things to accomplish. When the
ultimate goal is reached there is no need to take
on another embodiment. The subtle body has no
need to take up another gross body. The
Upanishad describes that the five subtle
elements of which the subtle body is made
disintegrate and merge into their respective
sources. Therefore, there is no individuality that
remains. There is no need for any individuality
there. This is mokña1.

1 Satsang transcribed by Chaya Rajaram and Jaya Kannan.
Edited by Jayshree Ramakrishnan and Krishnakumar (KK) S. Davey.
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A Religious Way of Life
Swami Paramarthananda

The uniqueness of the Vedic culture and
tradition is that it prescribes a religious way
of life for us to adopt and follow. Religion
is not just doing something such as
performing puja or chanting slokas for a few
minutes a day or a few hours a week. Our
entire lifestyle should be governed by
religion.

A religious way of life consists of three
aspects or components : anushtanam
(rituals), dharma (ethics) and swaadhyaya
(study of the scriptures).

Anushtanam : The word ‘anushtanam’ means
the performance of rituals but is also used
to refer to the rituals themselves. Rituals are
considered a very important aspect of  a
religious way of life. Unfortunately many
people underestimate the importance of
rituals.

There are many purposes of rituals, the
primary purpose being to invoke our
relationship. We must keep the relationship
alive. And further, we should nourish the
relationship.

Relationship play a very important role in
our lives. We have may relationships. With
our family members, friends, colleagues, etc.
The scriptures point out that among all
relationships, one relationship is extremely
important and that is our relationship with
the Lord. This relationship is fundamental
and eternal.

Our relationship with the Lord is
fundamental because it is common to all

individuals. In the case of our relationships
with people, the relationship will vary from
person to person. The same individuals can
be a father, son, brother, nephew or uncle
to five different people. But in the case of
the lord, it is the same relationship with one
and all. The Lord is the parent and we are
all His children.

Our relationship with Lord is eternal. In
contrast, our relationship with beings is
always temporary because any individual
is subject to an end called death. In the
previous birth we were likely not related to
the same group of individuals as in our
present birth. And assuming a next birth for
us, we are unlikely to have the same set of
relationships that we presently have.
(Strictly speaking,  since we are ignorant of
our previous birth and future birth if any,
the nature of relationship across births is
unknown to us.) Thus while worldly
relationships are temporary, our
relationship with the Lord is permanent.

Why  is our relationship with the Lord is
extremely important ? Psychologists point
out that human beings are not isolated
entities. ‘No man is an island’. So we need
relationship. We can have as many
relationshipas we like and many of them
can even be loose relationships. But we
need at least one trusting, reliable and
lasting relationship. As we go through the
ups and downs of life, the upheavals and
challenges, we need some one to share
happiness and sorrow. Happiness shared is
happiness doubled while sorrow shared is
sorrow is halved. Who is the best ‘person’
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with whom we can share our joys and
sorrows?

If we study human relationships, we
will find that most relationships are
temporary and unreliable. Consider family
relationships. The parent – child
relationship lasts only until the child grows
up. When children get married and settled,
the want to be independent and free. They
may move to another city or even another
country. The parents become insecure. ‘Will
my children support me in my twilight
year’?

Traditionally, the only strong relationship
that we are supposed to depend on is the
marital relationship. This relationship is
supposed to continue throughout our lives.
If this relationship is a strong relationship,
both husband and wife will remain safe and
healthy. Research shows that married
people are more healthy than single ones.
A strong and steady relationship will help
not only in mental health but also physical
health, particularly biological immunity.
Happily married people are less prone to
disease, heart attack, etc. Today
unfortunately this relationship is becoming
weaker and weaker. Many marriages are on
the rocks. Articles with titles such as
‘Marriage Gone Soul?’, ‘Revive Your
Marriage’, ‘How to Hold on to Your
Spouse’, etc. regularly appear in magazines
giving tips, advice and teaching ‘tricks of
the trade’.

If there is one relationship that we can
always rely on, it is our relationship with
the Lord. The sastra says in and through all
our relationships, we must not lose sight of
our relationship with the lord. As stated
earlier, we must invoke, we must not lose
sight of our relationship with the lord. As
stated earlier earlier, we must invoke,

maintain, nourish and strengthen this
relationship. And we do this by performing
rituals.

Since god is formless, it is difficult for the
human mind to relate to God. Hence the
sastra prescribes a form and that too a
human form because it is easy to relate to.
Since all people may not be attracted
towards the same form, the scriptures have
given us a choice. We have hundreds of
forms – male, female, male-female mixture
(Ardhanareeshwar), animal (Hanuman) and
human-animal mixture (Narashima). The
scriptures mention many kinds of
relationships that we can invoke. We can
think of the Lord as our father, mother,
brother, master, child, friend, spouse, etc.
We can choose any relationship we like.
When we invokethe relationship, initially it
will appear artificial. But as we continue,
wewill find that the relationships becomes
real and strong until it becomes the
strongest of our relationships as can be seen
in the lives of great devotees such as
Tyagaraja and Meera Bai. The greatest
advantage of having the relationship with
the Lord as our primary relationship is that
we will not expect anything from human
relationships. We fulfil all our expectations
from our relationship with the Lord. Then
human relationships are only for loving and
giving not taking.

We celebrate festivals for the same reason
we perform rituals to invoke our
relationship with the Lord. Sri Ramanavami
is an occasion to invoke Lord Rama. What
can a Krishna-bhakta do as this day? He
should imagine that Rama is also Krishna
in Rama ‘vesha’. So we see our ishta-devata
in every festival.

Why do we need rituals and festivals? Can
we not invoke our relationship with the
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Lord without having to rely on ‘external
aids’? When we see our friends, we smile.
When we meet people, we do namaste or
shake hands. These are rituals. Since we
cannot ‘show’ our emotions and feelings,
we need rituals. A ritual is a physical
expression of our sentiments. Rituals
enable us to express our Love, compassion,
sympathy, etc. Flag hoisting is a ritual. It
gives us the opportunity to show our
patriotism. Thus rituals are a necessary part
of our lives. We cannot live without them.
If we cease to follow religious rituals, we
will have to invent a new set. So why not
continue with the traditional rituals? And
in doing so, let us take some time and effort
to understand their significance and import.

Dharma :The second part of religious life
is an ethical way of life – leading a life of
values. What do we mean by values? What
we do not want others to do to us, we
should not do to them. Why? When others
do to us what we do not want them to do,
we get hurt. Similarly when we do to others
what they do not want us to do, they get
hurt. Since we do not want to get hurt, we
should not hurt others. We can ensure this
by leading a life of values. The sastra
prescribes many values. Some of them are
ahimsa (nonviolence), satyam (truthfulness),
asteyam (nonstealing), saucham (purity) and
santosha (contentment).

Why are values important? Values are the
lubricating oil due to which alone all
human interactions take place without
friction and heat. When we apply oil to a
squeaking door, it opensand closes without
making noise. Value-system is the oil that
makes all transactions smooth and noise-
free meaning without friction. The result is
mental sanity.

Swaadhyaaya : The third and final part of
religious life is known asswaadhyaaya or
scriptural study. This is an integral and the
most important part of religious life. Even
though a life of values and rituals makes
our lives smooth, it will not guarantee total
freedom from sorrow and pain. Knowledge
alone will.

In the absence of scriptural study, our lives
may be considered faith-based religious life.
Faith can be shaky. When we see other
people suffer, particularly good people we
wonder - Is God just or unjust? When we
face problems in our own lives (even
though we may be leading an ethical life
and doing all the rituals, we begin to doubt
the efficacy of religion. In the extreme case,
a person becomes an atheist. So faith-based
religious life must be converted to
knowledge-based religious life.

We have to study the scriptures. We must
understand the significance of rituals. We
must learn the various facets and nuances
of dharma. We must study Vedanta. Only
then can we convert faith to knowledge. We
must approach a guru and study under him.
We must not study the scriptures
independently. If we do so, we are more
likely to misunderstand than understand.

Many students of Vedanta tend to look
down upon those performing rituals. It is
important to note that the three constituents
of religious life anushtanam, dharma and
swadhyaaya must be judiciously balanced
and practiced. If we do so, we can see the
difference in our lives. Our lives will
become smooth and harmonious.
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n m&Tyu> AasIt! Am&t< n tihR n raÈya> Aû> AasIt!n m&Tyu> AasIt! Am&t< n tihR n raÈya> Aû> AasIt!n m&Tyu> AasIt! Am&t< n tihR n raÈya> Aû> AasIt!n m&Tyu> AasIt! Am&t< n tihR n raÈya> Aû> AasIt!n m&Tyu> AasIt! Am&t< n tihR n raÈya> Aû> AasIt!
àket> ,àket> ,àket> ,àket> ,àket> ,
AanIt! Avat< Svxya tdek< tSmat! h ANyt! n pr>AanIt! Avat< Svxya tdek< tSmat! h ANyt! n pr>AanIt! Avat< Svxya tdek< tSmat! h ANyt! n pr>AanIt! Avat< Svxya tdek< tSmat! h ANyt! n pr>AanIt! Avat< Svxya tdek< tSmat! h ANyt! n pr>
ikÂn Aas . 2 .ikÂn Aas . 2 .ikÂn Aas . 2 .ikÂn Aas . 2 .ikÂn Aas . 2 .

tihRtihRtihRtihRtihR – then; m&Tyu>m&Tyu>m&Tyu>m&Tyu>m&Tyu> – death;  n AasIt!n AasIt!n AasIt!n AasIt!n AasIt! – was not
there; Am&t<Am&t<Am&t<Am&t<Am&t< – deathlessness or continuance
of living beings; nnnnn – was not; raÈya>raÈya>raÈya>raÈya>raÈya> – of the
night; Aû>Aû>Aû>Aû>Aû> – of the day; àket>àket>àket>àket>àket> – perception;
 n AasIt!n AasIt!n AasIt!n AasIt!n AasIt! – was not there; AanIt!AanIt!AanIt!AanIt!AanIt! – That
(Brahman) breathed; Avat<Avat<Avat<Avat<Avat< – without air; tt!tt!tt!tt!tt!
– that (Brahman); SvxyaSvxyaSvxyaSvxyaSvxya – with maya; @km!
– (was) indivisibly one; hhhhh – certainly; tSmat!tSmat!tSmat!tSmat!tSmat!
– from that (Brahman conditioned by maya);
n ANyt!n ANyt!n ANyt!n ANyt!n ANyt! – nothing else;  ikÂnikÂnikÂnikÂnikÂn – whatever
(from five great elements and elementals);
pr>pr>pr>pr>pr> – (that is present) after (the Creation);
AasAasAasAasAas – emerged ……….(2)

2. Then (at the time of dissolution)
there was no death (the destroying entity). 
There was no deathlessness or continuance
of living beings (either).  Day and night
were not perceived (because there was no
sun and no moon). Brahman breathed
without air.  That (Brahman) was
indivisibly one with maya. Certainly, none
of the five great elements and elementals
that are present after the Creation had
emerged from Brahman conditioned by
maya.

Nassadiya Suktam
Commented by Swami Shuddhabidhananda Saraswati

Second part — Continuation from previous issue

Any destruction depends on the destroyer,
which is the principle of death (mrutyu). 
Therefore, there should have been death. 
No.  At that time, there was no mrutyu. 
Then in the absence of death, all beings
must have been deathless (amrutam).  No. 
Then (tarhi) there was no amrutam . 
Actually, when the mature karmaphalas of
all beings are exhausted, a desire to
abandon the jagat, which no longer serves
any purpose, is born in the mind of
Parameshwara (the Creator principle).  Then
everything is withdrawn, including the
destroyer principle.  Even so, there must
have been kala (time), the basis of
everything.  No.  There was no cognition
(praketah) of day (ahnah) or night (ratryah)
because their causes, the sun and the moon,
were absent.  This refutes the existence of
time with all its units such as month, season
or year.  Then how is it that the word
tadanim (then), referring to the principle of
time is used?  This usage is only secondary,
for want of better expression. A word
indicating time is used even where there
was no time.

Does this mean that sunyavada (nihilism)
applies? No.  The Brahman that is unfolded
in all the Upanishads/Vedanta existed. 
This is revealed by the phrase “it (Brahman)
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breathed (aanit)”.  But Brahman is free from
prana (vital air) and mind.  It cannot breathe
because it is disembodied (ashariram). Then
was it possibly Brahman in the form of a
manifest jiva (individual) that breathed? 
No. The answer is:  it breathed avaatam
(without air).  Jivas cannot breathe without
air.  So what is implied is that Brahman
because of which jivas are able to breathe
existed, and not any actual jivas.  Brahman
and Brahman alone continued to exist in
spite of the total destruction of Creation.
Even maya (the Creative power of Ishwara)
did not exist.  Maya  or avidya (self-
ignorance) is only a postulation in non-dual
Brahman to explain the phenomenon of the
seeming Creation to ignorant persons.  Sage
Vasishtha explains this truth beyond any
trace of doubt in the Yogavasishtha, also
called Maharamayanam.

If Brahman exists totally unconnected to
maya in this manner, then the independent
prakruti made up of sattva, rajas and
tamogunas as envisaged by the Sankhya
school of thought will perforce have to be
accepted.  In that case, the refutation that
sat did not exist during dissolution would
be wrong. It is not so.  The answer: That (tat
– Brahman) was indivisibly one with maya
(svadhayaa ekam).  Even though the asanga
(unconnected) Brahman cannot have any
connection or association with anything, it
is due to avidya (self-ignorance) that maya
appears to be the nature of Brahman.  Such
a connection is erroneously attributed to (or
adhyasta on) Brahman.  It is like attributing

the superimposed (adhyasta) silver to a sea-
shell and seeing the silver as identical with
the shell. This proves that maya cannot be
sat.

If maya is thus indivisibly identical with
Brahman, then Brahman also should be
inexplicable (anirvachaniya) and unreal like
maya.  In that case, the phrase aanidavatam
(it breathed without air), which speaks of
its existence, will not be valid.  Or if maya
is ever-existent like Brahman, the statement
‘no sat aasit’ will not hold true.  It cannot
be so. In the absence of proper inquiry, maya
and Brahman may appear to be identical.
But on gaining through discrimination the
direct knowledge of Brahman, the
anirvachya (inexplicable/unreal) aspect of
maya and the ever-existent nature of
Brahman get established.

The entire Creation is encompassed by the
principles of druk (seer) and drashya (seen),
corresponding to Brahman and maya.  These
two are referred to in the suktam by the
phrases aanit avatam (Brahman breathed
without air) and svadhayaa (by maya)
respectively. Then in the absence of any
other entities that need to be negated, why
the denial ‘there was no raja’ (fields of
experience) etc. in mantras one and two?
The answer:  In the state of dissolution,
none of the other factors (na anyat kimchana)
(the five great elements and elementals) that
exist after (parah) Creation emerged (aas)
from tasmat (from that Brahman conditioned
by maya). This fact is highlighted by the
denial of raja etc.
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Pujya Sri Swami Dayananda Saraswati
Birthday address on 15th August 2015,
Arsha Vidya Gurukulam, Saylorsburg, USA

We reckon one year from the past birthday to this day. This year implies
growth. That is why we celebrate. If it implies anything, it is a matter of
celebration. The birthday is always growth. Health wise there may be
decline, but as a person who has anubhava, in terms of this anubhava  what
can be definitely more mature therefore deserves liberation.

For a mahatma there is more anubhava. No exception. There may be some
learning also in a relative sense. Therefore, it’s a matter of celebration. I
have survived one more year. I don’t know if it’s a matter of celebration,
but the fact is I survived one more year. I went through a lot of pain, a
lot of suffering; I did not enjoy them, but I did not allow them to take
over me.

You can be either possessed of sorrow, pain, or you can be on top of it.
Our attempt should be to be on top of it. Life is but pleasant and
unpleasant experiences unfolded by punya papa. There is no doubt about
it. We should be ready to face them equally. This is what in the Gita,
Bhagavan says “samatvam”:  istanistopapattisu nitya samacittatvam. Having
the same response towards both a desired thing and an unwanted thing,
unpleasant thing, is a tall order. When it is pleasant you are elated. When
it is unpleasant you are down. It’s common. What is common is not the
subject matter of Veda. What is uncommon, what can be accomplished,
is the subject matter of the Gita. It can be accomplished. In the wake of
an unpleasant experience, you may not be ecstatic, you need not show
ecstasy, but you can retain your composure and deal with it objectively.
Finally it comes to objectivity. You deal with things objectively, because
all that is here is Isvara. Therefore, to be objective, is to be in touch with
Isvara. You may not be in touch with Isvara, you may be objective; you
have come a long way towards Isvara. If you are objective, you have come
a long way towards Isvara.

Thank you all very much for coming here. I wish you well. Thanks.

Thanks for your love. Om tat sat.
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Guru Peyarchi Puja at AVG

Jupiter enters Cancer on Guru-Peyarchi day. This day is favorable for
spiritual pursuits. We worship Isvara in the form of Guru (or Jupiter).
Lord Dakshinamurti is the guru of gurus. We do puja to Lord
Dakshinamurti on this day to overcome obstacles in our spiritual
studies and to invoke his blessings for the welfare of all.

On the occasion of Guru-Peyarchi on Monday July 6, 2015,  a special
abhisheka and puja was performed at AVG, Anaikatti from 10 a.m.
Pujya Swami Dayananda Saraswati personally blessed the students
and visitors who turned in large numbers to AVG on this day. Around
12.30 noon the puja ended with diparadhana.

Report by N. Avinashilingam
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Guru Purnima at AVG

INTRODUCTION :
Sri Veda Vyasa
collected and
compiled the four
Vedas. He has
written Mahabharata
containing Bhagavad
Gita, 18 Puranas and
Brahma Sutra. His
contribution is there
in all three
prasthanas of Sruti,
Smrithi and Nyaya.
He has also written
bhasyam on Yoga

Sutra. His birthday is celebrated as Guru
Purnima. From this day for two
months, traditional Sannyasis observe
chaturmasyavratam. This is rainy season and lot
of small insect would be on the foot path. When
one walks, the small insects may accidentally get
destroyed. To uphold their vow of non-violence,
the Sannyasisstay in one
place for two months
and teach Vedanta texts.

GURU PURNIMA
PUJA:  Guru Purnima
was celebrated with
immense fervor and
enthusiasm at AVG,
Anaikatti on July 31,
2015 . Early in the
morning, gratitude
through special
abhishkam and puja
were offered toAdi
Guru, Dakshinamurti
Swami in the temple.

Pujya Swami Dayananda Saraswathi’s
paduka adorned the altar in the
lecture hall. Gurupaduka puja was
performed with devotion withall
upacaras followed by ashtotara and
various stotras and bhajans were
chanted and sung glorifying the
greatness and importance of the Guru,
invoking Guru’s blessings.

ACHARYA’S ANUGRAHA
BHASHANAM:

Swami Sadatmananda delivered the
anugraha bhashanam. He explained
the greatness of Guru purnimaand Sri
Veda Vyasa in the tradition: This day
the tradition gives us an opportunity
to express our gratitude to the Guru
parampara. When we express our
gratitude our study will be more
effective. We can all take a
chaturmasya resolve for a period of
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four months, where we can give up an
object or do spiritual sadana or practice one
value intensely. As Pujya Swamiji says, we
can feel blessed for receiving this teaching,
dhanyoham and anugrahitoham. We
express our gratitude to the Guru
parampara.

BOOK RELEASE:

Pujya Swami Dayananda Saraswati’s book
titled VISION OF THE GITA- in 10
essential verses was released by Swami
Sadatmananda. Brni Nandana representing
ArshaVidya Research and Publications Trust
spoke. She explained that the talks given by
Pujya Swamiji in the 80’s have been
transcribed and edited to form the book. It
does not just give the meaning of the 10
verses but the vision of the entire Gita. The
context and content of various topics like
karma, karma-yoga, sannyasa and moksha
are unfolded.

PUJYA SWAMIJI’S MESSAGE:

Students and devotees were in for a
pleasant surprise when the recorded video

message of Pujya
Swamiji was played
after the puja. Pujya
Swamiji said that
Mahavakya reveals
that you are Isvara.
The seeming
contradiction is
resolved by the
teaching. The subject
matter is not
available for any
other means of
knowledge. It can be
taught that “purnam
brahma tvamasi”, and
handed over

without verbal entropy. The Guru
parampara started with Sri Sadasiva or Lord
Dakshinamurti and has Sri Adi Sankara in
the middle and flows into the current
Acharya. We seek the blessings of the Guru
parmpara.

PUJA TO OTHER ACHARYAS:

In the afternoon, students undergoing long
term course offered their gratitude to all the
Acharyas teaching in the Gurukulam
through a special Guru Vandanam function.
Garlands made of flowers with students’
thoughts about each teacher were offered.
The Acharyas blessed the students and
spoke about the importance of the Guru
and the great guru-parampara. A few
students representing the group, spoke
expressing what a blessing it was to have
the opportunity to study in the Gurukulam,
taught by such committed and caring
Acaryas.

Report by N. Avinashilingam
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Jaipur Gurupoornima

What could possibly be offered to one’s Guru who is Poornah?
There is indeed — nothing in the three worlds that could be
a gift befitting His stature!! Acknowledging this helplessness,
this Shishya has only his Pranams to offer, which, O best
among Gurus, kindly accept with compassion!!

datu< Z²aeim ik< te pU[aRy guémUtRye
yTÇElaeKye nEv ikiÂÄe mhTvasnuêpm!
Ataesy< me k«paisNxae g&hItVy< sÌ‚rae
AaÔRnynicÄà[itmaÇ< àdÄm!
With this bhaava, was done the twin abhishekams - to the
Guru-paadukas and to Maheshwara, by very young devotees
from the Chhaatraalaya!

Archana, Upacharas, Stotra-parayanam and a string of
namaskaras were offered with devotion.

May you show me the Shastra-darpanam, that I may know
my Self. Salutations to the Guru-padukas, and may my
devotion become the milk and panchamrta to wash them.  May
my Shraddhaa be the cloth to wipe them with!

Please bless me with Self-
knowledge, taking me
across the vast Samsara....

AVT Jaipur
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Jaipur Pradhosam

svRv[aeRpzaeiÉt>, the Lord adorned in all colours, is verily the Lord
who IS all colours; as all that is here is  Ishvara (including all
colours!). Vedanta calls Him  ‘Av[RnIy> ‘, Indescribable, hence.
Possibly therefore do devotees decorate Him in beautiful floral
colours, to assimilate the truth that Jagat is non-separate from
Ishvara...  Scarcely could one imagine that it could mean the
Lord adorning a floral Crown!

Till my identity with Ishvara is comprehended, I may well say
the  Namasshivaaya Mantra.... fruitfully, again and again, in
adoration, in surrender!!

Aaem! nm> izvay
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Uplifting Oneself
By Melkote Ramaswamy*

Vedanta says our true nature is complete,
limitless, happiness and peace, and that we
are immortal. However, contrary to this, we
find ourselves feeling unhappy, limited,
incomplete, not acceptable to ourselves and
others and seeking and getting fleeting
happiness from external objects. We seem
to be entangled in a sea of struggles and
sorrows—called samsara, This is all due to
ignorance. Vedantic solution is simple and
straight forward: remove ignorance through
knowledge.

At Arsha Vidya’s 2015  Independence Day
Camp (July 2-5), Swami Viditatmanandaji
elaborated on the theme Uddhareth Atmana
Atmaanam (Bhagvad Gita Chapter 6, verse
5) that addresses these and related issues.

Mind is a powerful thing. It can be our best
friend or our worst enemy (Gita Ch. 6- 5).
We humans have free will–a faculty that
distinguishes us from animals. We can
exercise free will to make mind favorable
to us (make the mind satwic). Raga and
Dwesha (Likes and Dislikes/Attachment
and Aversion) are really intruders that pull
the mind away (outward) instead of

Swami Viditatmanandaji’s message on the
occasion of Independence Day camp at USA

inward. Raga/Dweshacreate brandings and
expectations. When expectations are not
fulfilled, we are disappointed. This in turn
leads to anger and frustration and
eventually destroys our life (Gita Chapter
2-62, 63). Ignorance or avidya is the root
cause of kama, krodha, lobha and moha. It is
also responsible for ahankara (ego) that
makes one identify the individual I with the
body. We need to distinguish the
individual (the self) from the actor who
plays myriad roles with different costumes.

Swamiji described how to align the mind
with Intellect through a process of unwiring
the mind which consists of refusing to
respond to button presses.

Spiritual growth comes through doing one’s
duty. Duty entails sacrifices, no
expectations and graceful acceptance of
results of actions —karmaphala== through
an attitude of prasadabuddhi (Gita Ch. 2-47),
remembering that value comes from not
what it is but where it comes from (namely
Bhagwan), developing and observing
values for kindness, compassion,
generosity, forgiveness and service.

As citizens of the cosmic world, we have
a duty to become eco-friendly and become
a contributor instead of consumer.
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By accepting the world for what it is and
making no demands, wemake it easy to
bring Ishwara into our lives. This act of
bringing Ishwara replaces one’s inferiority
complex, intolerance, Inadequacy, Insecurity
with one’s Inherent qualities of happiness,
peace and contentment.

Immortality refers to Atma or consciousness
not to the body. A person of wisdom who
recognizes this and is not concerned with
janma (birth), mrithyu (death), jaraa (old age),
vyaadhi (disease) transcends birth and death

MelkoteRamaswamy is a speaker, writer, and author of An Immigrant celebrates America (University of
Indianapolis Press, 2007) and Vedanta thru Drushtaanta (Adhyatma Press, Ahmedabad, 2013) and attends
Vedanta camps.

and is a Jeevanmukta or Sthithaprajna or
Gunaateeta

Swamiji’s satsangs in the evening were
packed with interesting questions and
responses and helped to expand and clarify
the contents of the lectures. Bhajan at the
end of satsang added a melodious touch.

PanditMukesh Desai’s bhajans were
delightful as always and Suddhatmaji’s
vedicchanting session was powerful, lucid,
refreshing and highly informative.

Gurupeyarchiceleberation at Saylosburg, USA

On Sunday,
July 5,
Gurupeyarchi
or Planet Guru
transit day was
o b s e r v e d .
Sankalpa and
rituals were
done at the
Yagna sala.
This was
followed by Abhiseka to Lord Daksinamurti in the
temple hall.  Suddhatmaji spoke a few words on the
significance of the puja.  Swami Viditatmanandaji discussed the importance of Guru
in our lives.  ‘Gu’ is darkness or ignorance and prevents us from seeing what is.  ‘Ru’
is removal of darkness or ignorance.  Guru teaches us who we really are.  Guru makes
us aware of the problems in life due to ignorance.  It is not enough to just listen; we
must open our hearts to the Guru.
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My own submission :

As an young kid, I was told by all elders
around, whatever you read, try to
understand, do not just read.

Life is like reading, without understanding
do not venture into it. Yes, you have been
brought into it without your choice as a
child. But we have grown now, as we read
this, my humble submission is let us start
understanding. The understanding has to
begin with me, the individual, world, what
we call jagat and the powers that be.

When you read a book, you are always
curious what it has finally to convey, the
end of the story. So I begin here with the
promise from my Guru, when you really
understand the book called ‘life’ it has a
happy ending in store.

Why I bring in Guru here because Life is
too complex a book to be read by yourself,
more so to understand by yourself. You
need the guide in the form of the guru. I
was fortunate to get the guidance of my
Guru from early days.

All means of knowledge - perception,
inference, presumption, illustration and
negation - are all handled by the knower,
whereas understanding of life begins with

My understanding of Life

the knowledge of the knower, what they
call self-knowledge and the means has to
be different. The teaching tradition
introduces an independent means of
knowledge called Vedanta pramana. My
Guru Swami Dayananda Saraswati is from
the tradition and the teacher of Vedanta.

As I mentioned earlier the happy ending is
briefly mentioned from the teachings to
begin with and takes you further. Wish you
happy reading of ‘Life’.

From the teachings of Swami Dayananda
Saraswati of Arsha Vidya Gurukulam:

Advaita, non-dual whole is the truth learnt
by the study of Vedanta. The study of
Vedanta is not an academic study. The
study is meant for a mumukshu, moktum
icchuh mumukshu, one who has initially
discovered an urge to break-free from a
sense of limitation, lives a life of dharma-
a life wherein one does what is appropriate
in a given situation at all times, earns the
grace of a mind with great integrity,
meaning the mind is available for deliberate
action at all times, earns the grace of powers
that be, as a result of such a living,
assiduously cultivates the mental space and
discriminative capability to sort out life and
develops a commitment to understand it

V. Ramanathan
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thoroughly and break-free from ignorance
of life. The Guru plays a pivotal role in this
process. By following his teachings and his
responses in realtime, one gets a clue how
to go about in this entire process.

The Knowledge of Advaita or non-duality
essentially frees the human being from
perceived alienation from the whole. The
whole is limitless and undivided and hence
not made up of parts. The whole ‘is’ and
evident. The ‘I’ in every one of us, living
beings is self-evident. Everything else
including my body, mind, senses, etc are
evident to me, the self. The study of non-
duality results in understanding ‘I’ am the
undivided self-evident whole.

When we say whole, it appears inanimate,
and the perceived alienation does not
disturb me. But we sit up when I say the
next person I am alienated from, that
sounds true. Why go that far, our own
body-mind-sense complex is the next
person, we are not sure of this person either
and the alienation starts from there and
extends to the whole world known and
unknown.

So the ‘bhaya hetu,’ the reason for fear - of
alienation from the whole leading to
insecurity, lack of fulfillment, mortality - is
there until we understand advaita. So the
study of Vedanta leading to knowledge of
self as Advaita or non-dual whole, a whole
which does not suffer a second, is to
understand this by studying with the help
of a Guru. Words essentially have been
coined to deal with relative reality dealing

in the means of knowledge like perception,
inference, presumption, examples of
existence and non-existence. The words
used by these means of knowledge have
objects of knowledge other than the
knower. For example, the knower of the pot
is different from the pot. Obviously, the
means of knowledge for which the object
of knowledge is the knower himself/
herself is a separate means of knowledge
and that is Vedanta pramana. In this
pramana, the same words and other words
are handled by the Guru carefully keeping
the relative empirical meaning of the words
in the mindset of the student suspended,
and lead him to the Vision of the self which
is the Whole. The guru himself has received
this knowledge from his Guru through the
(sampradaya)teaching tradition what they
call, (karna parampara,) listening tradition.
Every other means of knowledge is handled
by the knower, whereas this parampara,
teaching tradition uses the words as mirror
for the knower to see his true self and hence
it is an independent pramana – means of
knowledge.

You, the being is the Whole – isness - the
invariable satyam by its sheer presence,
throws light on all thought frames bringing
alive a thing of the past, thus so called time
comes into being, a thing in a different
place, thus so called space comes into being,
image of horse different from image of cow,
thus bringing alive a so called object, the
object itself is nothing but a name, word
and form, meaning associated, which can
be further broken down to parts, names,
words and meanings, stitched together by

V. Ramanathan
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a niyati, order, which can be bifurcated into
physiological order, biological order,
psychological order, order of karma,
epistemological order – order of knowledge
forms - so on and so forth. The orders
themselves trace their origin to the being
‘isness’ which by the being’s invariable
presence lends cetanam, substance to every
step in an order, and connectivity between
the steps, referred as sutratma, source of
‘all-knowledge’ that strings together the
order of orders. The orders on display are
the so-called objects and activities. Pardon
me for using the word so-called repeatedly,
because the truth is only the ‘isness’,
everything else is transitory, characterised
by the word mithya in the sastra, meaning
relative reality, ‘anirvacaniiyam’ means
nothing categorical. For example, potness
cannot be an attribute of pot because as we
know an attribute adds value to the noun
and potness you do not see in clay either.
As the potness develops in the hands of the
pot-maker, the pot is born. So potness is
nothing but pot-knowledge and pot is just
a name of the object, it is not the object. But
the pot is useful, available for transaction,
vyavahara, as just name and form, and the
pramana refers to this as nama-rupa,
mithya. This example is given only to open
up your mind to the order of reality that
governs all transactions, life of vyavahara.
In fact vyavahara is what we all do in our
daily life without enquiring into its reality.
Hence, the being ‘isness’ gives life to the
world and the world itself is nothing but
the same ‘isness’ as ‘all-knowledge’, a

permutation and combination of all orders
referred to in the sastra as Ishvara, giving
an ever-changing jagat, mithya jagat, world
of objects and activities. So the truth of the
mithya jagat is satyam, ‘isness’, caitanyam
‘all-knowledge’ and limitless because
‘isness’ is never not there, sat-cit-
ananta(aananda). So call it matter-energy,
substances and activities, all form part of
a seamless undivided whole. This has to be
discovered as the understanding, not as just
words.

The understanding of this seamless whole
instantly eliminates alienation because there
is no reason for fear, there is nothing other
than me, the self-evident whole - isness, all-
knowledge, always there - and the second
thing being mithya, useful and available for
transaction. The understanding of this
equation ‘self-evident me = isness = all-
knowledge whole’ through the teachings of
the guru who unfolds the sastra pramana
makes my understanding of life complete.

Then the question is what are we striving
for all these years. We are striving alright
but without understanding the whole. The
famous saying of my guru is we do not
have the whole view, the view of the whole
is whole view. Unless we have the whole
view, the parts do not fall in place. Okay,
so what? not every one has the knowledge
of the whole. But can you stop looking for
it? think over, you do not have a choice, a
human being cannot be complete without
understanding the whole - me, the world
and the powers that be.

V. Ramanathan
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Vayam Oupanishadaah

For us, no travel in search of God,

For us, no place of pilgrimage,

For us, no specific wants to pray,

We belong to the blessed Upanishad way.

No auspicious time to start a thing,

No time inauspicious to drop a start,

For us no holy or unholy day,

We belong to the blessed Upanishad way.

For us, no birth, no death, no age,

For us, no hell, no touch of sin,

For us, no tourism, no heaven stay,

We belong to the blessed Upanishad way.

For us, no precious stones and gems,

For us, no miraculous talisman,

On us, no planet has its sway,

We belong to the blessed Upanishad way.

For us, no God beyond the Self,

For us, no temple beyond our heart,

All else is mere projection-play,

We belong to the blessed Upanishad way.

- R S Vaidyanathan

Vaidyanathan is the disciple of
Swami Tatvavidanandaji and is resident of Hydrabad.
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85th birthday of Pujya Swami Dayananda Saraswati was celebrated AVG, Avaikatti with
great devotion and enthusiasm.

Laksharchana to Lord Medha
Dakshninamurti was performed
in the temple. Special altars were
set-up and the Lord was invoked
in pictures and lamps. Swamis,
Swaminis, Students and Guest
performed the archana with
flowers, chanting of the Lord’s
name 100,000 times.

The following bija mantra of
Lord Daksinamurti was chanted:
“Om hrim daksinamurtaye
tubhyam vatamulanivasine dhyanaikanirantangaya namo rudraya sambhave hrim om”.
Around 120 participants including Swamis, Swaminis. Students and Guests participated.
Other visitors also joined the chanting of the mantra.

The laksharchana programme concluded with Maha-arati.

Report by N. Avinashilingam
Photos by uga/ tomoko

85th Birthday Celebration of Pujya Swamiji
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Pearls of Wisdom

Knower of the truth knows — I perform
no action. kmR is ivÉUit for such a person.

We look at the world as we see it, and
not as it is.  Vedanta teaches us to look
at the world as it appears.
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